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GREAT EXPECTATIONS and ANTICIPATION 
Third Sunday of Advent, December 11, 2022 

Deacon Robb Pailthorpe 
 

 Today is the third Sunday of Advent… we are getting closer to 

Christmas when, God out of shear love gives us his Son as the greatest 

gift ever given.  Perhaps your shopping is done and your Christmas 

cards are mailed?  Maybe you’ve attend a company party or a family 

gathering?  Anxiety may be on your heart as you feel rushed, trying to 

get last minute errands done?  One thing is for sure… the holidays are 

filled with expectations and anticipation.  We hope that special gift will 

be welcomed and appreciated.  In our mind’s eye, we see the family 

dining table set and ready for guests… so magnificent that even Martha 

Stewart would be proud.  We anticipate hearing giggles and shouts of 

joy from our children and grandchildren when a hoped-for-toy is tore 

open.  We place allot of expectations on ourselves during the holidays… 

planning, spending, working, cooking, wrapping, decorating and rushing 

all to anticipate and do our very best to create the perfect Norma 
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Rockwell family Christmas.  Expectations and anticipation is what St. 

Matthew is telling us about in our Gospel today. 

 We find John the Baptist in prison.  Now we don’t know how long 

he’s been crouched in his dark and damp cell… long enough for his 

convictions and faith to begin to waiver.  Was John anticipating the 

popular vision of a military messiah who would overthrow Roman 

rulers?  Was he expecting his successor to be an agent of divine 

judgment who would cut down the wicked like fruitless trees, casting 

them into a fire?  Whatever expectations The Baptist was anticipating, 

the acts of Jesus were not matching with what John was thinking.  To 

quell his uncertainty, The Baptist sends his disciples to Jesus with a 

pretty straightforward, yes or no question:  “Are you the one who is to 

come or should we look for another?” 

 Jesus, as he so typically does, does not answer “yes” or “no” but 

presents a resume of his ministry’s accomplishments… there is reason 

for this… it is to steady John in is wavering faith.  Jesus tells John’s 

messengers that the blind see, the deaf hear, leapers are healed, 
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demons are cast out, the lame walk, the poor hear good news and the 

dead live.  All of these alone are impressive points for John to ponder 

making it easier to see that, without a doubt, God was working through 

his Holy Man.  Jesus also means to connect his words and actions with 

the Torah, the Old Testament and, specifically the prophecies of Isaiah 

who writes of these very miracles occurring in Chapters 26, 29, 35, 42 

and 61.  John, picking up on the allusions, would have heard loud and 

clear that Jesus was indeed affirming his messianic identity.   

 Pleased with Jesus’ answer John disciples return to him while 

Jesus turns to address the crowd about their expectations of The 

Baptist.  He asks the people if they went to desert to see a reed… 

someone who swayed with the breeze, bowed to what was popular and 

told the people what they wanted to hear?  Did they go out to find a 

pampered prince dressed in fine clothes… certainly this wasn’t John 

who dressed in camel fur and ate bugs.  Or did the people go to find a 

prophet because, Jesus says, that’s exactly what they did find.  But John 

was no run of the mill prophet…. “I tell you more than prophet!”  So if 
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The Baptist was more than a prophet… what was he, what did Jesus 

mean by “more than a prophet.”  John, himself, like Jesus, was a living 

embodiment of prophecy fulfilled.  Jesus combines Exodus and Malachi 

to declare in John what the people see:  “Behold, I am sending my 

messenger ahead of you.  He will prepare your way before you.”  As 

John preaches and announces the coming Christ, Jesus announces John 

as fulfillment of the one who is to come before him… John is a divine 

messenger.  There are other astonishing parallels that can be made 

between the Prophet Elijah and John but I think it important that we 

ponder the beauty of interplay between Jesus, John and scripture.   

 Some astronomers estimate that the Three Magi studied the stars 

and the Star of Bethlehem for months before setting out on their 

journey across the desert.  We don’t know how they knew the star 

represented the birth of a new king but I suspect each of three were 

filled with many expectations… anticipating finding a great king in a 

lavish castle with servants at beck and call… a new baby resting in a 

golden gilded bed wrapped warmly in the finest silks.  We know that 
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Magi found nothing of the sort… it was the total opposite… no servants, 

only shepherds… no silk, only swaddling cloth, no castle but a cave, no 

gilded bed only an animals’ manger.  As we hear from St. Matthew 

today and the Magi learned long ago, Jesus is a Messiah that rarely 

seems to fit the cookie cutter which we try to place him into.   

 And, so… what is our message today… what does Jesus want us to 

know?  He imparts to us a linier faith… the Old Testament prophecies 

were fulfilled in him, the New Testament… and he asks to believe that 

he will come again.  Jesus is the strong thread in a beautiful tapestry 

that is our life.  Every panel in this quilt, this tapestry, is a snapshot of 

our lives, the ups the downs, the joys and sorrows… in every aspect 

though we may not see it, Jesus is there holding the entire blanket 

together.  Like John, we may place expectations upon Jesus and 

anticipate that he’ll respond in a certain way… as he did with John, 

Jesus tells us to look to his actions in our lives, it is within those actions 

that we will truly unwrap the greatest gift ever given. 


